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1. Personal experience
As a regular road cyclist and a member of several cycling clubs, I have extensive first‐hand
experience of the issues faced by cyclists when sharing the road with motorised vehicles, including
commercial vehicles, trucks, cars and large SUV type vehicles. I also have held a Victorian drivers
licence for over 40 years so am used to observing the dangers faced by cyclists and for some years I
also rode a motorbike. I have cycled for many years, and ride a high quality carbon road bike, as well
as a hybrid bike and a mountain bike. All bikes are maintained in excellent condition. My
memberships include Banyule Bicycle User Group, Whitehorse Cyclists Inc, Melbourne Cycling
Meetup, and Bicycle Network. I also have a wide circle of cycling companions.
In December 2014 I was involved in an accident with a car on a busy road in suburban Melbourne
where I was struck a blow from behind to my right ribcage, and fractured five ribs amongst other
injuries, so I understand how vulnerable cyclists are when sharing roads with cars and trucks. On
Saturdays, I regularly ride with a small group through the hills northeast of Melbourne mainly
around St Andrews, Eltham and Hurstbridge. On roads where there is either no shoulder or only a
small shoulder, vehicles often pass close, and I use a bike mirror to help with identifying these
situations. However, it is clear that in many cases it is simply a lack of awareness from drivers that
cyclists require adequate space to cover their need to move their bike quickly sideways in order to
avoid road hazards such as: potholes; broken glass; branches and sticks; oil patches etc. In many
cases it appears that drivers don’t understand the safety issues for cyclists, and also that in a small
minority of cases, cyclists are targeted by drivers deliberately brushing past them. Many of my
cycling friends also have had these experiences.
The key factors in improving cyclist safety are a combination of:
(i)
Safe passing laws
(ii)
Community education, similar to the excellent TAC campaigns on motorcycle riders.
I have regularly ridden on roads in Queensland over several years, as I have immediate family living
in both Brisbane and Cairns. For example, I travelled to Brisbane three times in 2015, each time for
two weeks and taking my road bike and doing considerable riding on suburban and rural roads
around Brisbane. The change in driver behaviour since the introduction of Queensland’s safe passing
laws and the accompanying education campaign has been remarkable. Vehicles are now able to
overtake a cyclist across double lines (only when safe to do so), for example when a cyclist is riding
slowly up an incline, the traffic flows more freely and cyclists appreciate the space and safety. The
legislation has been operating for a sufficient period in Queensland that it can be used as an
appropriate case study for how to introduce the change and also to bring the community along.
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